THE JULY IMPACT

Candle of hope foundation engaged in prevention and partnership activities in July by establishing new strategic actions plans and voiced for better administrative processes so as to help counter the ever evolving modern slavery nuisance.

AWARENESS INITIATIVES

We launched 2 campaigns initiatives namely:

- **Hope for the horn** awareness campaign
- **Girls’ for Girls** awareness campaigns

Through the established strategic action with the help of the locals, the awareness campaigns are targeting the victims of trafficking arriving from the northern porous border of Kenya.

COLLABORATIVE INITIATIVES

As a member of the umbrella coalition: **Stop the Traffic Kenya**, we participated in various events that are geared towards collectively combating human trafficking through shared resources.

- We participated in a 3 day capacity building workshop for East African regional CSOs on engagement with treaty bodies on: GBV, trafficking and commercial sex exploitation of children. The Sessions were aimed at sharing of best practices on advocacy strategies.
✓ We also attended a ‘gala diner’ congregating the main players in the fight against human trafficking in Kenya i.e. the policy makers, law enforcers and the civil society. Among the agenda were; to scrutinize the structure and operations of criminal enterprises and also to get a better understand on how human trafficking cases are handled, from investigation through prosecution, sentencing and incarceration.

Above, Kenyan Law enforcing agency heads present. The Director of Public Prosecution, Mr. Nordin Haji (left) Director of Criminal Investigation, Mr. George Kinoti (center) and the CEO of the Ethic and Anti-corruption Commission, Major (Rtd) Twalib Mbarak (right)

MILESTONE

HIGHLIGHTS FROM JULY

i. We Successfully launched 2 awareness campaign initiatives dubbed Hope for the horn awareness campaign and Girls’ for Girls awareness campaigns targeting victims of trafficking

ii. Aided in awareness creation in marginalized areas where we educated approximately 1,000+ locals through strategic action championed by other locals for a flawless grasp of the victims at risk of being trafficked

iii. Strengthened partnership with various stakeholders across the region via collective engagement in various activities on the fight against human trafficking and modern slavery

iv. Took the initiative to champion the invitation of the top personalities in the country’s 3 law enforcing agencies so as to have a first-hand engagement on matters prosecution of in the fight against human trafficking.